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1. What's New in 5.6.1
1.1. New Features and Enhancements
New: Predefined classification rules for credentials
Reduce the risk of security breaches by discovering credentials, authentication keys and certificates.
New: Report email subscriptions
Receive timely updates about the most critical data in your organization by automatically getting the
reports you need in your email.

1.2. Other Improvements
Improved: Support for modern authentication for SharePoint Online
Users can now use MFA on their account while being able to automatically detect site collections in their
SharePoint Online.
Improved: Increased classification accuracy
Additional validation checks for regular expression clues further reduce the chance of false positives.
Improved: Ability to bulk update source settings
Users can now update the settings (such as priority, reindex period and credentials) of several data
sources at the same time.
+ Other enhancements that improve supportability and usability.
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2. What Has Been Fixed
This section lists issues that were known in the earlier versions and have been fixed in Netwrix Data
Classification 5.6.1.
Issue

Description

Bug 7565

The SQL Server source configuration wizard shows the following error when
clicking 'View Sample': System.Data.SqlClient.SqlException (0x80131904):
Invalid object name.

Bug 7624

Custom Re-index period does not work for the SQL Server source.

Bug 7714

When crawling SharePoint Online pages, the 'User Agent' property is
required.

Bug 7725

When crawling SharePoint Online pages, the 'AppName' property is required.

Bug 7797

When selecting ordering by taxonomies filter in the Sensitive Documents
report, it duplicates the results.

Bug 7915

[File sources] Renaming the folder leads to items duplication in some cases.

Bug 8065

The SQL Server source configuration wizard shows the following error when
trying to crawl a table where schema contains ".": An item with the same key
has already been added.

Bug 8066

The SQL Server source configuration wizard shows the following error when
trying to crawl a table which name contains "[", "]": Invalid object name.

Bug 8357

Unable to install Netwrix Data Classification on the computer where IIS are
not installed, the installation wizard shows the following error: Could not load
sites from IIS (is IIS installed?).
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3. Known Issues
This section provides a list of all currently known issues that customers may experience with Netwrix
Data Classification 5.6.1. For each issue, there is a brief description and a workaround or a comment if
available.
ID

Issue Description

159129

Netwrix Data Classification collects deleted mailboxes when
the Modern Authentication type selected.

160910

When adding the Dropbox source in Netwrix Data
Classification , a user can add multiple Business accounts
although they will show the same URL.

Comment
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